and world.
The scholarship of Brandes's study is unusually solid throuqhout; she establishes with admirable clarity the parameters of her structural approach, and is most successful in examininq the several works in question within her typological frame.
The whole is exemplary of the methods of structural analysis.
I am impressed by the care with which Brandes attends to her methodological system, and convinced by her results. But I remain, finally, nagged by the question of how these works would fare if removed from the GDR context.-Within it, they are striking and often bold, and some describe a quantum leap that is quite thrilling; but how do they compare to other works that ask similar questions and utilize similar techniques? If GDR fiction has caught up with Western (post)modernism, a corollary could also be said to be true: the alienation of the individual, the crisis of language, and the discrepancy between base and superstructure have penetrated the collective consciousness of the GDR.
But I am writing myself into a paradox here-insisting on a shared universality in the contemporary human condition that is, however, idiosyncratic in its literary reflection. This is perhaps unfair to Ute Brandes, whose project clearly does not set out to address these issues, and who concludes, quite correctly, that "...die DDR-Literatur trotz dieser Öffnung zur Pluralität noch ganz sie selbst in ihren idealistisch-moralischen Aspekten (ist)" (214-215).
My questions should thus be seen as testimony to the beneficial provocation of her volume rather than construed as criticism.
Marilyn Sibley Fries University of Michigan Kathleen J. LaBahn, Anna Seghers' Exile Literature. The Mexican Years (1941 -1947 The question do poets and writers presaqe ideas and social change or reflect the Zeitgeist can't be conclusively answered, particularly not for a controlled society where denied publications are an additional unknown. Yet some trends present in DDR-Literatur '85 im Gespräch seem to indicate notable changes in the country.
The editor states that this is the third of such literary discussions which do not propose to be in-depth critical assessments of the year's writings but merely hope to raise issues and suggest perspectives. That this volume does. A bibiography of belletristic and scholarly literary publications during 1985 is included.
Several encompassing essays provide breadth which reviews of individual publications can't. Of particular interest seem Christel Berger's "Die Zeit des Faschismus in der DDR-Prosa 1985," Klaus Schuhmann's "Lagebericht zur ökologischen Situation -Beobachtungen zur Lyrik der achtziger Jahre," and Klaus
Hammer's "Erzählen vom Reisen."
Three additional essays on juvenile literature, radio plays, and the role of women in contemporary class struggles are interesting but reveal less that is new in social attitude.
Christel Berger presents her reflections carefully and thoughtfully. She discusses at greater length Günther Rücker and his stories Herr von Oe. Hilde, das Dienstmädchen (1984) and Anton Popper und andere Erzählungen (1985) , as well as Gerhard Holtz-Baumert's remembrances of his proletarian childhood in Die puckliqe Verwandtschaft.
Both books and a third, Erwin Strittmatter's Grüner Juni are also reviewed individually. In these books and others, Berger essentially perceives a greater realism in the depiction of various members of the German people during the Hitler years. Nazi types could be fascinatingly attractive, and not all working class members were aware of the class struggle and the political dangers, nor were they always morally appealing characters. As Berger sums up, "Man versucht genau zu sein, und polemisiert gegen glatte Schablonen." (22) Klaus Schumann finds that poets of the eiqhties take a very critical position toward the environmental practices of the state. The push for industrialization durinq the formative years of the Republic exacted a dear price from
